
The great civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr. 
once famously said, “I look to the day when people 
will not be judged by the color of their skin, but by the 
content of their character.” 

In many ways, that day has arrived. Although not 
perfect, not a race-blind utopia, America has come a 
long way since the days of Jim Crow and segregation. If 
you doubt it, just ask the millions of immigrants, from all 
over the world, flooding our borders to get in.

America is a shining city 
on a hill, but the leftist media 
don’t see it that way. They are 
constantly dividing this country 
and its people into categories, 
especially by race, and then 
blaming “white” conservatives 
and Republicans for the division. 

The leftist press are doing the 
opposite of what MLK called for. 
They are judging conservatives 
based upon their skin color, and 
smearing them as racists. They 
are not judging them by the 
content of their character or 
ideas.

The MRC documents and exposes this racial tarring 
by the leftist media 24/7, particularly through its 
NewsBusters, MRC Culture, and MRCTV divisions. Let’s 
look at some examples. 

In an hour-long CNN special, host Fareed Zakaria 
harshly attacked conservative Republicans and accused 
them of being fringe conspiracists obsessed with race. It 
was Barack Obama’s election as president that pushed 
the GOP to the extreme, according to Zakaria. 

“It was, of course, race — the issue Republicans 
had happily exploited — that would finally push the party 
to the edge,” he claimed. “A black president in the 
White House triggered a dramatic response.” Continued on page 2

As for the Tea Party movement, it “was supposed to 
be a response to ObamaCare,” said Zakaria. “But, in 
reality, it was mostly a response to Obama’s race.” 

On MSNBC’s The ReidOut, host Joy Reid complained 
that there are numerous anti-protest bills at the state lev-
el, most of them written by Republicans. “This is directed 
at Black Lives Matter,” she asserted. “It feels so George 
Wallace that I’m shocked that George Wallace didn’t actu-
ally think of it back when he was governor of Alabama.”

Florida’s Republican 
Governor “Ron DeSantis appears 
to really want to reenact the 
entire George Wallace history,” 
Reid smeared. “I guess he wants 
to be the modern-day George 
Wallace, because he is enacting 
a slew of laws that essentially 
try to make it illegal to 
protest in the state of Florida, 
illegal to touch their precious 
Confederate statues from the 
losing side of the Civil War, 
right? … This is Jim Crow in your 
state. What can Democrats do 
about it?”

Reid conveniently neglected to mention that the Jim 
Crow laws in the South were enacted by Democrats, 
that Democrats comprised the Confederacy, and that the 
Civil War, which ended slavery, was won by the Party of 
Abraham Lincoln, the Republican Party. 

On another edition of The ReidOut, Reid described 
conservative Sen. Ted Cruz (R-Texas) as “stupid” and 
said his political party “is literally a Jim Crow Party.” 
She even compared him to the Uncle Tom character 
“Stephen” in the movie Django Unchained.  Stephen is 
“aka Ted Cruz,” said Reid, “who’s working to stop fellow 
people of color from voting.”

Leftist Media Smear Republicans and 
Conservatives as Racists

Creating a Media Culture in America Where Truth and Liberty Flourish

On FBN’s Varney & Co., June 16, MRC President Brent 
Bozell hammered the leftist media for deliberately 
mis-reporting that election integrity laws pushed by 
conservatives are racist, and detailed how the press are 
censoring the news about HR 1, the Democrats’ attempt 
to completely federalize elections.
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As a guest on Anderson Cooper 360, CNN host W. 
Kamau Bell lectured, “We have to understand that this 
country was built on racism, and, currently, racism is 
running this country in many ways.” 

On MSNBC’s Dateline, national affairs analyst John 
Heilemann exclaimed, “What is the Republican Party? 
It’s now its basest part of its base, and the basest 
part of its base is animated by hate. … The only thing 
that runs the GOP is hate. It’s now a big giant hate 
machine….That’s all it is — a big, ugly hate machine.”

CNN’s Don Lemon told his viewers, “[O]ur Democracy 
is in danger and that’s because of one party, and that’s 
the Republican Party…. What they are operating on now 
is white grievance, white fear. Trump capitalized on 
that. The country is changing, and they are afraid of 
it…. The Republican Party is obsolete. The Republican 
Party is not dealing and living in reality.”

On CNN Newsroom, senior political analyst and self-
proclaimed “reality-checker” John Avlon stated that 
democracy is in peril because Republicans are terrible 
and the election integrity laws they are trying to pass in 
places like Texas are similar to race massacres.  
“[W]e’re witnessing a sustained assault on our democracy, 
on voting rights in many states,” huffed Avlon. 

Co-host Poppy Harlow then chimed in, “I keep 
thinking about this [election bill] fight in Texas 
happening on the same day that we as a nation mark 
and recognize the massacre in Tulsa. And all of the 
civil rights and constitutional rights that the people of 

Continued from page 1 Greenwood were stripped of over that two days and 
what is happening now in terms of access to the ballot.”

The race riot in Tulsa occurred in 1921, 100 years 
ago, yet it shows “that structural racism is real” in 2021, 
according to CNN’s Avlon.

In a closing example, on MSNBC’s The Mehdi Hasan 
Show, host Mehdi Hasan discussed with The Atlantic’s 
Adam Serwer how Democratic Sen. Joe Manchin (W.Va.) 
opposes ending the filibuster and opposes a Democrat 
bill that would federalize our nation’s electoral 
system. Hasan then asked Serwer to explain “how 
much of what the modern GOP is doing and what Joe 
Manchin is helping them to do about Jim Crow 2.0, 
about preserving racism, and white dominance, white 
supremacy in this country.” 

In other words, if you support some of the same 
things conservative Republicans do, even if you’re a life-
long Democrat, then you are helping to preserve racism 
and white supremacy. You too are a racist.  That’s how 
insane the press are today, and they will not let up.

The MRC is the only organization fighting against the 
lies and distortions of the leftist media. You can help 
us in this vital work by making a donation to our non-
profit organization. Use the reply card and postage-paid 
envelope enclosed with this newsletter to send your 
most generous gift today. Thank you.

  Sincerely,

  L. Brent Bozell III,    
  Founder and President

n Marijuana-addled actor Seth Rogen rails to CBS’ 
Stephen Colbert, “Ted Cruz is a fascist! He denies the 
reality of the election. His words caused people to 

die.”   n  CNN contributor Adeel Raja tweeted, “The world today needs Hitler,” 
which led to his firing.  n  CNN’s Fareed Zakaria imparts his wisdom, “The 
Republican Party needs to have a political exorcism, drive out its demons and come 
to terms with the modern world.”  n  Zakaria also whines about his competition, 
“Fox is essentially a propaganda arm. And it’s not even a propaganda arm of the 
Republican Party. That’s not the way to think about it. It is a propaganda arm of 
the most extreme wing of the Republican Party.”  n  CNN’s Don Lemon laughably 
asserts, “I’m not a partisan person. But right now our democracy is in danger and 
that’s because of one party, and that’s the Republican Party.”  n  Mother Jones 
reporter Ari Berman goes hyperbolic, “I think the media need to understand that 
the most important dividing line in American politics right now isn’t between Democrats and Republicans. 
It’s between Republicans versus democracy.”  n  MSNBC’s Tiffany Cross reveals her true, anti-American 
self, “This is clearly not a system that can be reformed, and I just — what can we do to stop this? Because 
it feels like it’s just time to, to burn it down, you know?” 

MINIBITS

CNN’s Don Lemon 
laughably asserts, “I’m 
not a partisan person. 
But right now our 
democracy is in danger 
and that’s because of 
one party, and that’s 
the Republican Party.”

Remember! MRC is the only organization dedicated to fighting the left-wing media.
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BITS & PIECES

Twitter Hypocrisy
Social media giant Twitter, which regularly suspends and permanently bans 
conservatives, revealed its deep dishonesty and hypocrisy when Nigeria banned the 
company from its nation. The African state acted on June 4 after Twitter removed a 
tweet by Nigerian President Muhammadu Buhari. Given a taste of its own medicine, 
Twitter whined, “We are deeply concerned by the blocking of Twitter in Nigeria. 
Access to the free and #OpenInternet is an essential human right in modern society.”

Conservatives quickly noted the double standard. “Twitter wants an open internet, 
but banned President Trump?” tweeted Rep. Ken Buck (R-Colo.).  Pundit Liz 
Wheeler wrote, “Access to the free & #OpenInternet is an essential human right 
in modern society ... unless you’re Donald Trump. Or reporting on Hunter Biden’s 
laptop. Or discussing the biology of gender.”

Twitter banned Trump in January. Prior to that, Twitter censored Trump and his 
campaign over 600 times, whereas the Biden campaign had been censored zero 
times. So much for “an essential human right.”

After Twitter removed a post by 
Nigeria’s president, the government 

gave the self-righteous  
social media platform a taste of  
its own medicine — it banned 

Twitter from its country!

Univision’s Radical
It’s no secret that the most well-known Spanish-
language “journalist” in the U.S., Univision’s Jorge 
Ramos, is a left-wing radical. Ramos has called for 
repealing the 2nd Amendment, legalizing euthanasia, 
and passing a Green New Deal.  In a June 4 essay 
in the New York Times, Ramos called on Senate 
Democrats to end the filibuster rule so they could 
ram through President Biden’s citizenship plan for 
immigrants. Because Republicans might win the 
House in 2022, Ramos warned, “President Biden 
and the Democrats are left with but one option on 
immigration reform: Do it now, without bipartisan 
support. Or it will 
never happen.”

End the filibuster 
and Democrats can 
“pass very concrete 
laws for the benefit 
of Dreamers 
and migrant 
farmworkers,” 
implored Ramos. 
“It’s about time 
we made radical 
decisions to protect 
the lives of millions 
of immigrants…. 
President Biden, 
the clock is ticking. 
Please don’t wait much longer. We can’t afford to 
repeat the mistakes of the past.”

Ramos is an activist, not a journalist.

Toobin’s Back 
Seven months after being suspended from CNN for 
masturbating on a Zoom call with other journalists, legal 
analyst Jeffrey Toobin was welcomed back into the left-
wing news fold through a very uncomfortable interview 
with Alisyn Camerota on CNN Newsroom. In the June 10 
broadcast, Camerota asked, “To quote Jay Leno, what 
the hell were you thinking?” The ever-navel-gazing Toobin 
mansplained that he “wasn’t thinking very well or very 
much, and it was something that was inexplicable to me.” 

When asked if there might be other peculiar surprises 
from his past that could surface, the legal expert, 61, 
stressed that he didn’t think so – there’s no “skeleton 
that’s going to be found.” Toobin added that he had 
been through “therapy” and was “trying to be a better 
person.”  Closing the interview, Camerota gushed, “Let 
me be the first to welcome you back.” 

Masturbate in front of co-workers and you get to keep 
your job. This is CNN. 

Jeffrey Toobin, who was caught masturbating on a Zoom call in front 
of his colleagues several months ago, is welcomed back to the CNN 
family by host Alisyn Camerota.

Reporter Jorge Ramos uses his 
media platform and large audience 
to advocate for repealing the 
Second Amendment and legalizing 
euthanasia.



Fond of Fanatical Fonda  
CNN rolled out the red carpet on June 8 for left-wing actor/
activist Jane Fonda to lecture the rest of us on global 
warming.  “We are barreling toward a true catastrophe, an 
existential catastrophe which is the climate crisis,” Fonda ranted 
on CNN’s New Day.  “Climate scientists are universally telling us 
we have to cut our emissions in half, and we can have absolutely 
no new development of fossil fuels — no new mining, no new 
fracking, no new drilling.”

She continued, “I think we’re facing multiple crises. This is 
a confluence of crises, unlike anything that humanity has 
seen. And the climate crisis, like Russian nesting dolls — there’s 
the climate crisis, and then inside of that, the health crisis, 
democracy crisis, so many other crises. And the climate crisis 
exacerbates all the other ones. … We have to come together 
and demand that the government do the right thing.”

Perhaps a Five Year Plan?

Stay on top of the latest news at 
NewsBusters.org
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Fear of Flags
New York Times editorial board member and MSNBC contributor 
Mara Gay confessed on Morning Joe, June 8, that U.S. flags 
frighten her. First, Gay claimed that millions of Trump voters 
don’t like to “share democracy with others,” and they are 
incapable of separating American-ness from whiteness. Then she 
revealed, “I was on Long Island this weekend, visiting a really 
dear friend. And I was really disturbed. I saw, you know, dozens 
and dozens of pickup trucks with, you know, expletives against 
Joe Biden on the back of them, Trump flags, and in some cases, 
just dozens of American flags, which, you know, is also just 
disturbing, because essentially the message was clear, this is my 
country. This is not your country. I own this.”

Note to Mara Gay: In America, we have the First Amendment, 
which says the government shall not abridge the freedom of 
speech or of the press.

Once again, CNN gave left-wing activist/actor Jane Fonda a platform for her 
to spew global warming propaganda. Fonda hysterically warned,   “We are 
barreling toward a true catastrophe.”

NG Wokeness
Just when you thought leftist racial preening 
had reached its limit, it surprises you by setting 
a new bar. In a June 7 email to subscribers, 
National Geographic Editor-in-Chief Susan 
Goldberg, the first woman to occupy that 
position at the prestigious magazine, boldly 
denounced her alleged white privilege. At 
the email’s end, she wrote, “Susan Goldberg, 

Editor in Chief, National Geographic, Race 
Card: White, Privileged, with much to learn.”

Commenting on her parting salutation, FNC’s 
Brit Hume tweeted, “’Much to learn’ seems 
spot-on though.”  Professor and author 
Geoffrey Miller tweeted, “If she’s ashamed of 
her race, her class, and her ignorance, maybe 
she should resign.” Well, probably. That would 
at least prove she’s committed to social 
justice and not just some poser looking to 
benefit from some cheap liberal platitudes.

Shoplifting? So What?
Fox News highlighted MRC Brent Baker’s  
Tweet regarding CBS This Morning co-host  
Tony Dokoupil excusing theft at a San Francisco 
Walgreens store, which has experienced  
four-times the amount of theft as other stores 
in the chain. Walgreens also had to close 
17 stores in San Francisco. For the left, it’s 
apparently okay to steal if it’s from someone 
wealthy.

As Brent Bozell pointed out, this is “liberal virtue-
signaling at its worst.”
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Facebook Already Interfering in the 2024 Elections, 
Bans Trump for Two Years

As clear evidence that it already is interfering in 
the 2022 and 2024 elections, Facebook announced in 
early June that it is banning former President Donald 
Trump from its platform for two years.

 “Facebook’s ruling on former President Donald 
Trump is just the latest evidence that Big Tech wields 
far too much power,” Media Research 
Center President L. Brent Bozell 
declared on June 4.

“Leftist Facebook executives 
weren’t satisfied with interfering with 
the 2020 election,” he added. “Now, 
they want to interfere with the 2024 
campaign by knee-capping Trump 
before he can even get started.”

The effective start date for the 
suspension of Trump’s account began 
“the date of the initial suspension on 
January 7 this year,” said Nick Clegg, 
Facebook’s vice president of global 
affairs. This means that if Trump wanted to weigh 
in and express support or disapproval of candidates 
in the 2022 elections, he won’t be able to do so on 
Facebook.

Also, Facebook has indicated that Trump may never 
be reinstated on its platform, which means, if he 
decides to run for president again, he may not be able 
to use Facebook. 

In addition, Twitter banned Trump in January 
and has given no indication that he will be allowed 

back on its platform, where he once enjoyed over 80 
million followers.

The social media giant, in addition to prolonging 
Trump’s suspension, announced new rules regarding 
“Heightened Penalties for Public Figures During Times 
of Civil Unrest and Ongoing Violence.” Essentially, 

this is Facebook’s way of censoring 
political speech it deems offensive, 
i.e., not left-wing.

“Facebook’s new policy for 
politicians sets itself as the sole 
ruling body determining who can 
campaign to its nearly three billion 
customers,” said Bozell in a tweet. 
“Americans need to prove to Big 
Tech that we are more powerful than 
they are while we still can.”

In a statement about Facebook’s 
decision, former President Trump 
said, “Facebook’s ruling is an insult to 

the record-setting 75M people, plus many others, who 
voted for us in the 2020 Rigged Presidential Election.”

“They shouldn’t be allowed to get away with this 
censoring and silencing, and ultimately, we will win,” 
Trump added. “Our Country can’t take this abuse 
anymore!”

In the past, Facebook said it would “treat speech 
from politicians as newsworthy content that should, as 
a general rule, be seen and heard.” However, Facebook 
has now made it clear that is no longer the case.

If Big Tech can silence a  
president of the United States,

THEY CAN CENSOR 
ANYONE.

Americans need  
to prove to  

Big Tech that we 
are more powerful 

than they are 
while we still can.

L. BRENT BOZELL III
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C-SPAN 
 Washington Journal, Jun. 10, 17
FBN 
 Varney & Co., Jun. 16 
FNC  
 Fox & Friends First, Jun. 15
 Faulkner Focus, Jun. 10 
 The Story, May 14
NEWSMAX TV   
 Spicer & Co., Jun. 14, 15
OANN  
 Daily Ledger, May 3, 10, Jun. 7, 14, 17
~ PARTIAL LISTING

Television

Radio

Internet 
American Family Association, May 14
Breitbart, May 10, 14
Christianity Daily, Jun. 17
Daily Signal, May 12
Fox News, May 13, 14, Jun. 5, 7, 8,  
   10, 11, 15, 16, 17, 18
Heartland Institute, May 21, 25
MSN News, Jun. 15
Newsmax, May 10, Jun. 7
One America News Network, Jun. 10
Real Clear Politics, May 14
The Blaze, May 13
Townhall, May 10, 11, 13, Jun. 2, 4, 16
Washington Examiner, May 10, 13, 17, 
   27, 31, Jun. 7, 10, 14, 17
Yahoo! News, Jun. 14
Townhall, Apr. 20, 22, 26, 30, May 10,  
   11, 13
Washington Examiner, Apr. 17, 26, May  
   10, 13, 17
~ PARTIAL LISTING

Alan Nathan Show, May 13, 14, Jun. 11, 18
American Family Radio, May 13, Jun. 8, 15, 17
Breitbart News Daily, May 10, Jun. 7, 14
Charlie James Show, Jun. 10, 17
Larry O’Connor Show, May 12
Red Eye Radio, May 13, 14
Rush Limbaugh Show, May 24, 26, Jun. 7, 11, 17
KFMB, San Diego, CA, May 12, Jun. 9, 16
KNTH, Houston, TX, May 12, Jun. 7, 9, 14, 1 6
KVOR, Colorado Springs, CO, Jun. 8, 10, 15, 17
KWEL, Midland, TX, May 10, Jun. 7, 14
WDEL, Philadelphia, PA, May 14
 ~ PARTIAL LISTING

Print
The New York Post, May 4 
The Washington Post, May 18
The Washington Times, May 10, 12,  
   Jun. 6, 8, 11, 13
 ~ PARTIAL LISTING

Media Research Center experts are frequently interviewed on stories of 
national importance, reaching millions of Americans daily. They provide 
analysis and commentary on radio, TV, the Internet, social media, and in 
print. Some of the MRC’s latest media appearances include the following:

MRC IN THE NEWS
MRC.ORG • CNSNEWS.COM • NEWSBUSTERS.ORG • MRCTV.ORG • FREE SPEECH AMERICA

On June 15, Newsmax’s Spicer & Co 
highlighted the MRC NewsBusters study, 
“Nets Blast State Election Laws, Ignore Dem 
Election Takeover.”

On his first day in office, President Biden shut down the 
Keystone XL Pipeline, already under construction after being 
greenlit by President Trump in 2017. With the stroke of a pen, 
Biden canceled a project that would have boosted US GDP by 
more than 3 billion dollars, carried 830,000 barrels of oil daily 
from Canada to the U.S., and directly and indirectly provided 
up to 26,000 jobs — 11,000 of which were instantly lost.

In the compelling new documentary, The Human Impact of 
the Keystone Pipeline Decision*, MRCTV’s Eric Scheiner 
and Ben Graham travel to hard-hit towns in South Dakota 
and Montana and interview residents and business owners 
to learn first-hand how Biden’s (re: Keystone Cop) callous 
decision to eliminate the pipeline has negatively impacted 
their lives and their communities.

MRCTV documentary explores the devastating  
personal toll of the Keystone Pipeline cancellation

The untold story the left-wing media refuses to tell
“Everybody had spent money, the project was underway, 
people were here — they were building, we could see progress 
and just like that it’s gone.” Jeff Birkeland, CEO, West Central 
Electric, which would have served pump stations across the 
XL route. 

The documentary can be found at  

keystonedocumentary.org
Please watch and share with friends via social media, “watch 
parties,” or wherever truth-seekers congregate. Thank you to 
the many patriotic MRC donors who supported the production 
of this important project.   

*This was a working title at the time of publication. Final title is TBD.

MRC’s NewsBusters study demonstrating 
how ABC, CBS, and NBC spent the last three 
months smearing election integrity efforts
was discussed via numerous outlets on radio, 
TV, print. 

On June 9, FNC’s Faulkner Focus discussed 
a Tweet by MRC’s Curtis Houck about a 
NYT reporter and Press Secretary Jen Psaki 
mocking conservatives.
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In 2020, Facebook and its “fact-checker” program 
censored posts that suggested COVID may have 
been created in a laboratory in Wuhan, and then 
accidentally or willfully released on the public. The 
so-called “fact-checkers” said this idea was false, a 
conspiracy theory, and would not be tolerated. They 
followed China’s Communist Party line.

Now, however, the Facebook “fact-checkers” 
have reversed themselves because much evidence 
has surfaced revealing that the virus may well have 
been man-made in the Wuhan Institute of Virology. 
Facebook said on May 26 that it would “no longer” 
censor posts claiming that COVID was “man-made 
or manufactured.” Facebook’s admission means its 
“fact-checker” program is unreliable and faulty.

We now have PROOF that Facebook’s fact-checker 
program actively suppressed valid debate about 
the origins of COVID and instead promoted Chinese 
propaganda,” said MRC President Brent Bozell in a 
post on Twitter. “Facebook must end their fraudulent 
fact-check program now that we know how dangerous 
it is.” 

“These are the consequences of Big Tech playing 
speech police,” Bozell continued.  “Censorship  

prevents pursuing the truth. We should be able to 
talk freely on social media platforms. Instead, we 
are forced into discussing what their biased ‘fact-
checkers’ deem true.” 

“Facebook, which claims to be fighting 
‘misinformation’ essentially admitted today that 
THEY have been spreading misinformation for over 
a year,” said Bozell. “Yet another reason to remove 
the protections Facebook and others receive from 
Section 230.”

Section 230 of the Communications Decent Act 
protects Big Tech platforms, such as Facebook and 
Twitter, from being sued for what they allow to 
be posted by a third party and for what they may 
remove from their platform. 

In September 2020, Facebook censored an article 
from the Fox News Channel, based on a segment 
from Tucker Carlson Tonight. In that segment, 
Chinese virologist Dr. Li-Meng Yan claimed that COVID 
was “created in the lab ... and also, it is spread 
to the world to make such damage.” When asked 
whether she “believe[d]” that the COVID virus was 
released “on purpose,” Yan responded, “Yes, of 
course, it’s intentionally.”

BOZELL: ‘Facebook Must End Their Fraudulent Fact-Check Program’   

Yes, the MRC Store is on the wokearati’s “Most Wanted List.” Our illustrious friends  
on the Left do not like being the butt of a joke. As we are fond of saying,  
“The most intolerant people are ‘tolerant liberals.’”  That suits us just fine.  
“Triggering virtue-signaling PC lefties” is on our Bucket List. 

The MRC Store is open 24/7 at shop.mrc.org to irritate the woke around  
the clock! Since expressions of patriotism cause liberal snowflakes to  
meltdown faster than you can say, “Red, white and blue,” MRC is  
extending our July 4th 20% off sale on all Patriotic Gear. 

At checkout, use the discount code:   2021WatchdogPatriot
Sale ends August 15, 2021.  And remember, for that special  
conservative in your life, give MRC Store eGift Cards,  
the gift that keeps on giving … liberals a hard time!

Visit: shop.mrc.org

The MRC Store: Public Enemy #1 for the Cancel Culture Crowd


